Context-aware Captions from Context-agnostic Supervision
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What:
- Generate context-aware captions without context-aware
supervision
- Two tasks: Justification and Discriminative Image Captioning
Why:
- Humans are able to account for context to “say the right thing”
- Collecting captions across all relevant contexts is expensive
- Can we generate captions without context-aware supervision?
How:
Modify inference (beam search) to account for context explicitly

Why is

An airplane flying in the sky

Context: Distractor Image

Justify: Why do you think this image is a prairie warbler,
and not a mourning warbler?
Target Class
Prairie Warbler

Justification:
This bird has a yellow belly
and breast with a short
pointy bill.
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Discriminative Justification:
A small yellow bird with black
stripes on its body , and black
stripe on the wings .
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Importance of visual signal
Target class
Green Kingfisher
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Large intra class variance means image signal is
important!
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Green Kingfisher

Distractor class
Pied Kingfisher

Ranking: speaker likelihood +
(1 - ) listener score
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A large passenger jet
flying through a blue sky
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The bird has a white belly and breast (4)
The bird has a blue throat (2)
This bird has a black beak (3)
This bird has a blue throat and wings(1)
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Task 2: Discriminative Justification
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Maximize @ each step:

P (w1 |I, ct )

An airplane flying in the sky
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Task 1: Discriminative Image Captioning
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Proposal distribution is the bottleneck! Might need to see a large
number of samples to generate a good discriminative sentence
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Effect of the distractor class
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Qualitative Results
All approaches evaluated @10 samples
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White Warbler

Target class:

Model
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Reasoning Speaker, RS( ) [Andreas and Klein, EMNLP’16]
Listener (a.k.a ranker)
Speaker
Target class:
Distractor class:
Target class:
(a.k.a. proposal distribution)
v.s. Black-throated
Black and
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Image Captioning
Lots of recent progress [Vinyals et.al., Karpathy and Li, Fang et.al. etc]

a black-throated blue warbler and not a black and white warbler?
Distractor class
Black and White Warbler
Examples
(for illustration only)
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Discriminative Image Captioning Results
Quantitative Evaluation

Qualitative Results

Human accuracy at picking target
Image from distractor images
Approach

Easy
Confusion

Hard
Confusion

neuraltalk2
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52.5

neuraltalk2+IS
=0.3

89.0

74.1

S: A herd of sheep standing on top of a grass
covered field.
IS: A herd of sheep grazing in a lush green field

S: A man riding a motorcycle on the street.
IS: Black and white photograph of people
crossing the street

Smarter local decisions!

Conclusion
Datasets and Evaluation
CUB-Justify for Justification Evaluation

Context:
Distractor Class
Mourning Warbler

Describe why the image
belongs to target class
and not distractor class

- Built on top of the CUB
dataset [Wah et.al.]
- Target distractor chosen
among 25 hyper-classes
- Overall 3161 target, distractor
image triplets
- 1070 val, 2091 test
- Metric: CIDEr-D

COCO Human Studies
- Target distractor image sets:
easy confusion, hard confusion
- Easy confusion: random 1000
1 nearest neighbor in FC7
- Hard confusion: 1 nearest
neighbors with most similar
generated captions
- Human studies (Guess Which!)

Novel inference procedure to generate context-aware discriminative language
from context agnostic supervision
• Two novel tasks: discriminative image captioning and justification
• New dataset CUB-Justify with ground truth justifications for evaluation with
3161 image, target distractor classes
• Results on discriminative image captioning as well as justification show
improvement over generative and speaker-listener approaches.

